Design drawings, typical transitions to highway facilities and installation instructions for proprietary traffic safety devices shall be provided by manufacturers for use in capital projects.
IMPLEMENTATION

- The New Product Submittal Form (NPSF) for roadside safety features requires submittal of design drawings, typical transitions to highway facilities and manufacturers' installation instructions for approval. The NPSF also requires the approximate cost of installation and the vendor's consent to post the drawings, transitions and installation instructions on the Department's pre-Qualified Products List (QPL) if the product is approved.
- Upon approval of a proprietary traffic safety device, the design drawings, related transitions and manufacturers' installation instructions are posted on the QPL. The QPL displays a disclaimer that the posted drawings and transitions were not developed by the Department.
- Specifications require the contractor to provide the resident engineer with a copy of the manufacturers' installation instructions for the specified or selected product.
- Vendors of currently approved products will have to provide written consent for posting of design drawings, related transitions and associated installation instructions on the QPL.
- Installation design and transition drawings of propriety traffic safety devices are scanned into the contract as-built plans.
- The Office of Traffic Safety Program develops generic standard special provisions for all approved proprietary traffic safety devices on an on-going basis.
- Modifications to traffic safety devices by manufacturers will typically require submittals as new products.
DELEGATION

Compliance with this policy directive is the responsibility of the Divisions of Design, Construction and Engineering Services (DES) personnel:

- Designers shall ensure that specified proprietary traffic safety devices are listed on the Department’s QPL.
- Designers shall ensure that the project specifications require the contractor to provide the resident engineer with a copy of the manufacturers’ installation instructions for proprietary traffic safety devices.
- Designers shall ensure that transitions developed by a vendor for a proprietary traffic safety device to a state highway facility that are unique and not posted on the QPL shall be reviewed by the District Traffic Safety Office.
- Construction personnel shall obtain a copy of the manufacturers’ installation instructions for the specified or selected traffic safety device prior to installation.
- DES Materials Engineering & Testing Services personnel shall ensure that a submitted NPSF contains design drawings of proprietary traffic safety devices and related transitions.

BACKGROUND

The Department no longer maintains or develops standard plans for proprietary traffic safety devices. This policy establishes the process and procedure for the use of proprietary traffic safety devices in capital projects.
DEFINITIONS

When used in this Traffic Operations Policy Directive, the text shall be defined as follows:

1) **Standard** – a statement of required, mandatory or specifically prohibited practice. All standards text appears in **bold** type. The verb **shall** is typically used. Standards are sometimes modified by Options.

2) **Guidance** – a statement of recommended, but not mandatory, practice in typical situations, with deviations allowed if engineering judgment or engineering study indicates the deviation to be appropriate. All Guidance statements text appears in **underlined** type. The verb **should** is typically used. Guidance statements are sometime modified by Options.

3) **Option** – a statement of practice that is a permissive condition and carries no requirement or recommendation. Options may contain allowable modifications to a Standard or Guidance. All Option statements text appears in normal type. The verb **may** is typically used.

4) **Support** – an informational statement that does not convey any degree pf mandate, recommendation, authorization, prohibition, or enforceable condition. Support statements text appears in normal type. The verbs shall, should and may are not used in Support statements.

ATTACHMENTS

None.